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Target Audience
Researchers working with official statistical files
• With approved access to restricted files
• Applying for access to restricted files
• Public use files
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Facilitating Work With Official 
Restricted Access Statistical Files
• Discovery
• Metadata
• Practice Data Sets
• Training
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Discovery
CED2AR Metadata Repository
DDI
Facilitating Work With Official 
Restricted Access Statistical Files
• Discovery
• Metadata
• Practice Data Sets
• Training
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Compare Variables Across Files
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Compare Variables Across Files
8
Compare Variable Values
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Confidentiality and Cloaking in Metadata
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• Marking elements with different restrictions
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Crowdsourcing and Curated Metadata
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Basic Information Flow
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Combining Knowledge: Merging
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• Curators are given an interface to merge crowdsourced 
documentation with official
Combining Knowledge: Merging
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Facilitating Work With Official 
Restricted Access Statistical Files
• Discovery
• Metadata
• Practice Data Sets
• Training
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Zero Observation Data Sets
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data likeshoes;
set sasuser.shoes
(obs=0);
run;
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Synthetic Data Sets
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Synthetic Data Sets
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Facilitating Work With Official 
Restricted Access Statistical Files
• Discovery
• Metadata
• Practice Data Sets
• Training
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INFO7470
www.vrdc.cornell.edu/info747x/
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Contributing to Productive and Successful Research
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• NSF-Census Research Network: ncrn.info/
• Cornell Node: ncrn.info/node/cornell-university
• CED²AR: www2.ncrn.cornell.edu/ced2ar-web
• Synthetic Server: www2.vrdc.cornell.edu/news/synthetic-
data-server/
• INFO7470: www.vrdc.cornell.edu/info747x/
Warren Brown  wab4@cornell.edu
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